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2 Minnesota Supercomputing Institute–Overview

The mission of the Supercomputing Institute for Advanced Computational Research is supercomputing

research, which is defined broadly to include a variety of research activities from many disciplines. This

research involves the use of high-performance computing environments to address problems in the phys-

ical, biological, medical, mathematical, and computing sciences and engineering as well as other fields

that use computers in their research. The goal is to promote successful attacks on problems that could not

otherwise be attempted.

The Supercomputing Institute promotes its mission concretely in several ways. It facilitates all

aspects of high-performance computing and scientific modeling and simulation as well as graphics, visu-

alization, high-performance network communications, informatics, and data mining by means of comput-

er resource allocations, laboratories, and seed grants. Research efforts often result in domain-specific

algorithms and codes that exploit the available computing environments as well as visualization tech-

niques to enhance insight, make displays more informative, and add multimedia values to communica-

tions and work environments. In many other cases, research may involve activities aimed at the design or

evaluation of high-performance computing hardware, operating systems, networking, and general-pur-

pose algorithms and software.

MSI recently became part of the University of Minnesota’s Office of the Vice President for

Research. This organizational move is intended to facilitate implementation of changes needed to pre-

serve and enhance MSI’s role as a vital computational resource across the entire University, without

diminishing its already strong research contributions. 

The Computational Genetics Laboratory in the Cargill Genomics Building on the University of Minnesota’s St.

Paul campus.

Introduction
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The Supercomputing Institute offers computer

time, disk allocation, software, and technical sup-

port on its supercomputers, which are referred to

as the “core” machines. Each core machine has a

large number of fast processors, considerable disk

space, and fast input/output, and each runs a ver-

sion of the UNIX operating system. All Institute

core machines can be used for serial and parallel

codes; the Institute also provides numerous com-

mercial and public-domain software packages.

Besides the core resources, the Institute has a

number of computer laboratories that provide

hardware and software for researchers in different

specialties.

MSI also provides funding for research in

high-performance computing in the form of Seed

Grants, and it supports graduate programs in

Neuro-Physical Computational Sciences and

Scientific Computation. Undergraduates can apply

for internships with MSI principal investigators

under the Undergraduate Internship Program.

Core Resources
In 1981, the University of Minnesota was the first

American university to acquire a supercomputer

(a Cray-1B). The Supercomputing Institute was

created in 1984 to provide leading-edge, high-per-

formance computing resources to the University

of Minnesota’s research community. As of June

2008, supercomputing (core) resources include an

SGI Altix XE 1300 Linux Cluster, an IBM

BladeCenter Linux Cluster, an SGI Altix Cluster,

and an IBM Power4.

The Institute’s SGI Altix XE 1300 was

installed in Summer 2007 and is called

“Calhoun.” As of June 2008, the system has 256

compute nodes, two interactive nodes, and five

server nodes. It has 2,048 cores and 4 TB of main

memory.

The IBM BladeCenter Linux Cluster

(“Blade”) has AMD Opteron 2218 processors.

These processors use AMD’s Direct Connect

Resources and Programs

SGI Altix SE 1300 (“Calhoun”).
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Architecture, which connects the processors, inte-

grated memory controller, and input/output direct-

ly to the CPU at full processor speed. As of June

2008, the Blade has 299 compute nodes, four

interactive nodes, five server nodes, 1,196 total

compute cores, and 2 TB of main memory.

The SGI Altix is a collection of SGI Altix sys-

tems. The systems vary in size, ranging from six

to 256 processors, to accommodate a number of

different job topologies. Unlike other MSI

resources, the Altix is not strictly a cluster, as a

single job cannot span multiple nodes. Each node,

however, is relatively large compared to the nodes

in other MSI resources and can handle very large

shared-memory jobs. As of June 2008, the Altix

has a total of 432 compute cores and 864 GB of

main memory.

The IBM Power4 system (“Regatta”) is a

cluster of several shared-memory nodes. The

operating system is AIX, IBM’s brand of the

UNIX operating system. The nodes are either

pSeries 690+ nodes (called Regatta nodes) or

p655+ nodes. All nodes are interconnected with

IBM’s High Performance Switch, a very-low-

latency, high-bandwidth network, for faster inter-

process communication and file access. As of June

2008, the Regatta has 268 compute proessors and

552 GB of total memory.

Laboratories
MSI’s laboratories provide hardware, software,

and user support in various research disciplines.

The laboratories are specialized into research

areas, and each laboratory is managed by a User

Support team member who is knowledgeable in

that area.

The Supercomputing Institute provides high-

performance graphics and visualization worksta-

tions to the University of Minnesota research

community through the Basic Sciences

Computing Laboratory (BSCL). The BSCL is

located in Nils Hasselmo Hall and houses work-

stations with active stereo systems, a Viz 3D pas-

sive stereo projection system, a few larger cluster

resources, and disk storage. This lab is used by a

wide array of users including engineering,

finance, and life-science researchers.

The Biomedical Modeling, Simulation, and

Design Laboratory (BMSDL), formerly the

Medicinal Chemistry/Supercomputing Institute

Visualization–Workstation Laboratory (VWL),

was renamed in late 2007. The laboratory is heav-

ily used by biomedical researchers. While the

scope of studies carried out within the laboratory

is very broad, some of the main focuses of the

laboratory include structure determination of phar-

Laboratory Manager Dr. Ravi Chityala (right) talks with a visitor to the MSI 2008 Open House about work being

done at the SDVL. The image on the workstation is a demonstration of Materialise’s Mimics medical software. The

image on the workstation to the left is a representation of a red giant star created by the group of Professor Paul

Woodward, Department of Astronomy.
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maceutical compounds and the design of potent

drugs for treatment of cancer and HIV.

The Computational Genetics Laboratory

(CGL) of the Supercomputing Institute is located

in the Cargill Microbial and Plant Genomics

Building on the St. Paul campus. The laboratory is

designed to meet the emerging computational

needs of the computational biology community,

especially in the areas of genomics, bioinformat-

ics, and proteomics. 

The Institute’s newest laboratory is the

LCSE-MSI Visualization Laboratory (LMVL),

a joint effort by the Laboratory for Computational

Science and Engineering and MSI. The LMVL,

located in room 125 Walter, provides researchers

with access to a large-screen visualization system.

The system can be used in high-resolution mode

to display detailed visualizations. It can also be

used as an immersive visualization system using

active three-dimensional stereo and motion track-

ing. A Webcam is available so researchers can

broadcast demonstrations to remote sites.

The Scientific Data Management Labor-

atory (SDML) is designed to meet the evolving

data management demands of University faculty

and researchers. The SDML provides access to

software, computational, and storage resources

necessary to develop and support high-profile

research-related data applications. This centralized

database infrastructure is available for all applica-

ble research projects.

The Scientific Development and Visuali-

zation Laboratory (SDVL), which is located in

the Supercomputing Institute’s facilities on the

fifth floor of Walter, provides Institute researchers

with access to workstations, an 8-processor sys-

tem with PQS nodes known as QuantumCube,

hardware and software for the production of short

videos, and associated software and technical sup-

port. The SDVL also hosts a Windows Application

Server that provides remote access to Windows

software at the Institute. Researchers use worksta-

tions for code development, submission and moni-

toring of jobs on the Institute’s supercomputers,

and workstation queues. SDVL machines support

various computer-engineering applications, scien-

tific computing, and visualization software. The

SDVL also serves as a permanent facility to hold

tutorials and hands-on workshops offered regular-

ly by the Institute. 

MSI Seed Grants
In 2008, MSI instituted a Seed Grant Program in

high-performance computing research. It is

intended to increase the local, national, and inter-

national visibility of the University in its broad-

Tutorials and hands-on workshops are held at the Scientific Development and Visualization Laboratory. They are

taught by User Support staff members.
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based research and education in digital technology

and to make University researchers substantially

more competitive for external funding in this area.

Areas of research include, but are not limited to,

algorithms, applications, system software, system

architectures, and issues of scaling to thousands of

processors. Proposals from interdisciplinary teams

and collaborations with external organizations are

strongly encouraged.

Graduate Programs
The Neuro-Physical Computational Sciences

Program is an interdisciplinary pre-doctoral fel-

lowship program that integrates training in neuro-

science with physical-computational studies.

Fellows pursue the Ph.D. degree with majors in

graduate programs in biomedical engineering,

chemistry, computer science, mathematics, neuro-

science, physics, or scientific computation. Those

fellows majoring in neuroscience pursue a minor

in computation or physical science, and those

majoring in any of the other disciplines minor in

neuroscience. Participating faculty include repre-

sentatives from biomedical engineering, chem-

istry, computer science and engineering, mathe-

matics, neuroscience, scientific computation, and

physics. 

The fellowship program began in 1998 with

funding from a National Science Foundation

Integrative Graduate Education and Research

Traineeship (IGERT) grant. It is now funded by a

National Institutes of Health Neuro-Physical-

Computational Science Training Grant, awarded

in September 2004. Other support is provided by

the Department of Neuroscience, the Graduate

School, the Institute of Technology, the Medical

School, and the Supercomputing Institute.

The Graduate Program in Scientific

Computation encompasses course work and

research on the fundamental principles necessary

to use intensive computation to support research

in the physical, biological, and social sciences and

engineering. There is a special emphasis on

research issues, state-of-the-art methods, and the

application of these methods to outstanding prob-

lems in science, engineering, and other fields that

use scientific computation, numerical analysis and

algorithm development, symbolic and logic analy-

sis, high-performance computing tools, supercom-

puting and heterogeneous networks, and visualiza-

tion.

Scientific computation is gradually emerging

as an important field of its own in academia and

industry. It has become clear that solving a given

scientific problem often requires knowledge that

straddles several disciplines. This interdisciplinary

program provides a new combination of studies

for solving today’s scientific computational prob-

lems. From 2007 intern Anthony Braun’s report: visualization

of a micelle made of 100 sodium dodecyl sulfate mole-

cules.

From 2007 intern Malgorzata Siorek’s report: visuali-

zation of Congo Red dye docked with lysosome.
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Undergraduate Internship
Program
The Supercomputing Institute provides an

Undergraduate Internship Program for undergrad-

uate students throughout the country. The focus of

the program is applying computational approaches

and visualization methods to research in various

disciplines. Interns work with faculty members

and their research groups on projects using high-

performance computing environments to address

problems in science and engineering that could

not otherwise be attempted. 

This program provides an opportunity for a

challenging and enriching educational experience

for undergraduate students interested in pursuing

graduate or professional education. The interns

have an opportunity to experience first-hand what

it is like to be part of a research group as a gradu-

ate student. They prepare a report about their

research and also give a presentation to the intern

group and the participating faculty and group

members. This gives them experience in both pub-

lic speaking and in communicating their results to

a wider audience. There are also many informal

social gatherings during the program where the

interns can talk with each other, with faculty

members and graduate students involved with the

program, and with MSI User Support staff mem-

bers. 

Funding for the 2008 intern program came

from the National Science Foundation’s Research

Experiences for Undergraduates program, the

Institute for the Theory of Advanced Materials in

Information Technology, and MSI internal funds.

The program has sponsored 554 interns in its

19 years of existence.

The images above are from 2008 intern Abhrajeet Roy’s report.

They are models Mr. Roy developed of pharmacophores using four

PLG analogs.

Top: Model generated showing aligned PLG analogs 120, 108, and

107.

Bottom: Model generated showing hydrophobic groups (cyan),

hydrogen bond acceptors (green), and a positive nitrogen group

(red).
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Research at MSI
One of the great strengths of the Institute is providing the capability for visualization techniques that

enhance insight, make displays more informative, and add multimedia values for communications and

work environments. The massive computing power of MSI’s machines also provides researchers with the

capability to perform calculations that would otherwise be impossible because of the time required to

perform them.

A new and exciting capability available to our researchers is interactive supercomputing. During

2007, researchers at the Supercomputing Institute began to use the BladeCenter and Calhoun systems for

interactive supercomputing; that is, they can now perform massive, realistic simulations and evaluate and

adjust them while they are being run. Researchers no longer have to wait hours or days for calculations

to run to completion before being able to view the results. Interactive supercomputing makes it possible

to quickly evaluate the calculation as it is underway, report on the behavior, or revise and adjust the cal-

culation without waiting for it to run to completion. By using thousands of processors, such as are avail-

able on the Supercomputing Institute’s IBM BladeCenter and SGI Calhoun systems, researchers can run

their models at high enough resolution to follow the mixing, and yet produce data at interactive rates.

Immediate visual feedback allows them to efficiently explore a wide variety of cases, where the choice

of parameters for each experiment is motivated by insights

obtained from visualizations of previous runs.

The following pages highlight some of the research that is

being performed at the Minnesota Supercomputing Institute.

Above: Double wake vortices of a simulated swimming mackerel.

(Fotis Sotiropoulos group)

Left: Stress on an artery wall when blood is flowing. Red areas are

high-stress and blue areas are low-stress. (John P. Abraham group)
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Numerical Simulations of Tsunami
On April 1, 2007 a destructive earthquake with a magnitude of 8.1 and the attendant tsunami hit the cen-

tral Solomon Islands in the southwestern Pacific Ocean, near the Coral Sea. The combined effects of this

earthquake and the accompanying tsunami caused dozens of casualties and many people were left home-

less. But even more destruction would have resulted if the tsunami waves had propagated all the way to

the Hawaiian Islands, some 4000 miles to the northeast. Indeed, the governor of Hawaii reacted immedi-

ately and closed down businesses

all around the Hawaiian coast for

more than 12 hours, which had

repercussions to the local economy.

Numerical simulations by Erik

Sevre, Yingchun Liu, and Professor

David Yuen (Department of

Geology and Geophysics and

Supercomputing Institute Fellow),

taking the initial earthquake source

mechanism provided by Miaki

Ishii from Harvard University,

showed that the geological struc-

tures of the Solomon Islands would

have blocked the waves from head-

ing out. Panels A and B, depicting

the early stages of tsunami waves,

show clearly this dramatic effect.

In Panel A all of the realistic geo-

logical formations around the

earthquake source were accounted

for, while in panel B, the re-

searchers took out a few of the

islands; in this visualization, it can

be seen that, without the blocking

landmasses, the waves head out

toward the Hawaiian Islands.

These simulations would have

taken a couple of minutes on only

several processors and less than 20

seconds if the whole MSI array of

processors had been brought into

play. Numerical simulations, if

made in a timely and creative fash-

ion, can help governments and

other authorities in their decision-

making in preparation for natural

disasters.
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During 2007, researchers at the Supercomputing Institute began to use the BladeCenter and Calhoun sys-

tems for interactive supercomputing; that is, they can now perform massive, realistic simulations and

evaluate and adjust them while they are being run. By using thousands of processors, researchers can run

their models at high enough resolution to follow the mixing, and yet produce data at interactive rates.

Immediate visual feedback allows them to efficiently explore a wide variety of cases, where the choice

of parameters for each experiment is motivated by insights obtained from visualizations of previous runs.

Two professors and MSI Fellows from the Department of Astronomy, Professor Paul R. Woodward (also

Director of the Laboratory for Computational Science and Engineering, LCSE) and Professor Thomas W.

Jones (also Interim Director of MSI), are making use of interactive supercomputing in their research.

Stellar Interiors: Helium Flash Convection Deep Inside a
Star
Interactive supercomputing is useful for Professor Woodward and his team, who are studying the dynam-

ics of gases in stellar interiors. Late in a star’s lifetime, nuclear fusion, which powers the star’s bright-

ness, has burned up the lighter elements deep in

the star’s interior; this produces successive layers

of heavier elements. The star then consists of an

outer layer of hydrogen and helium, where nu-

clear fusion is still occurring; a shell of helium,

where all the hydrogen has been consumed; and

an inner sphere of carbon. As the outermost layer

burns, the interior is compressed and heated.

Eventually, the helium shell is compressed to

the point where it starts to burn at its base very rapid-

ly into carbon. This “helium flash” produces a

tremendous amount of energy. The heated gas

expands and rises, causing the entire helium layer to

overturn (a process called buoyancy-driven convec-

tion) and dredge down some of the hydrogen layer

above. 

Interactive Supercomputing
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The images on page 10 show a simulation of the fluid turbulence and mixing in such a helium flash

event. The right-hand image is a slice of the mixing layer and shows where the hydrogen has been pulled

down into the helium layer. The left-hand image shows the large-scale convective motions, with the

down flows rendered in red and orange and the up flows in blue and aqua. 

Gas Jets and Galaxies
The Jones research group carries out large simulations to study the interactions of very-high-speed elec-

trically conducting jets with clusters of galaxies, the largest bound structures in the universe. The jets are

expelled from supermassive black holes at the centers of cluster galaxies. The jets deposit huge amounts

of energy and magnetic fields into the hot diffuse and ionized gas that fills these clusters, heating the gas,

while modifying its capacity to conduct heat and electrical currents. The resulting behaviors are very

complex and time changing. The simulation data can easily exceed a terabyte, so effective visualization

is crucial to understanding the results. In addition, there are many possible choices of properties of the

jets and the cluster gas, so it is difficult to choose the combination that best matches real cases.

Interactive supercomputing provides a huge step forward in conducting suitable numerical experiments,

since one can watch the dynamical development as the simulation proceeds. If necessary the conditions

or the effective numerical resolution can be modified to provide a better fit to the desired problem and

the simulation can then be restarted. The ability to do this “on the fly” saves enormous time, increases

insights into the problem being studied and reduces substantially wasted computing resources. Dr. David

Porter (formerly of the LCSE and now on MSI’s User Support staff) worked with researchers in

Professor Jones’s group to modify their existing code so that it could more effectively utilize this strategy

and integrate into the LCSE visualization pipeline. The image shown was taken as one of these jet simu-

lations was in progress. There are actually two jets launched in opposite directions near the center of the

display, which is also the center of the galaxy cluster. The LCSE visualization pipeline was set to display

a volume rendering of the jets, including all the gas that earlier passed through the jets and then was left

behind as the jet penetrates deeper into the surrounding gas. This jet gas is extremely hot, so has formed

a pair of buoyant bubbles that are floating outwards, while other portions of the jet gas have returned

near the center, colliding and forming a flange-like feature.

Professor Jones in front of a simulation of plasma jets on the LCSE PowerWall. (Photo cour-

tesy Mike Knox.)
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One of the uses of high-performance computing is the visualization of complex, turbulent flows. MSI

researchers are using the supercomputers for high-performance computations that are impossible to

achieve using desktop systems.

Industrial Applications
Professor Krishnan Mahesh (Department of Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics and MSI Fellow) and

his group perform large-eddy simulations (LES) of turbulent flows in realistic engineering geometries.

LES is a computational approach where one filters the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations, and numerical-

ly solves for the large-scales while modeling the effect of the smaller scales that have been filtered out.

This kind of simulation has traditionally been limited to simple geometries, but the Mahesh group has

been able to extend it to the kind of complex systems found in real-world industrial applications. The

figure below shows results from simulations of the flow inside the main combustion chamber of a gas

turbine engine. 

(Mahesh, Constantinescu, and Moin, Journal of Computational Physics, 197, 2004)

Modeling Complex Fluid Flow
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Living Systems
The Computational Hydrodynamics and Biofluids (CHB) group at the St. Anthony Falls Laboratory, led

by Professor Fotis Sotiropoulos (Department of Civil Engineering and MSI Fellow) is developing com-

putational techniques that can model the complexities of living systems. They use advanced computa-

tional fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques to envision complex flow phenomena to a degree that is simply

not attainable with experiments alone. Such flows pose a grand challenge to even the most advanced

numerical techniques available today, and require the use of high-performance computing. The figures

above, taken from the research of Professor Sotiropoulos’s graduate student Iman Borazjani, show vorti-

cal structures in a bileaflet heart valve implanted in the axisymmetric aorta; the insert shows the corre-

sponding instant during the cardiac cycle. 
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The University of Minnesota Solar Vehicle Project is an organization of undergraduate students who

research, design, and construct a solar vehicle every two years. The Solar Car Team, led by Professor

Jeff Hammer (Department of Aerospace Engineering and Mechanics), used the supercomputers and visu-

alization labs for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling to estimate drag, lift, and crosswind

effects for their solar car designs. 

CFD modeling is critical to the design process. As the team refined the design of the car’s shell, they

used CFD to test the revisions at different speeds and crosswinds. 

The results of this modeling were used in the car that is competing in the 2008 North American Solar

Challenge race from Dallas,

Texas, to Calgary, Alberta,

Canada and will also be used

in the next model design

when the new team begins

work in Fall 2008.

The images to the left

show visualizations of one

of the shell designs tested

during 2007. Some of this

work was performed by

2007 MSI summer intern

Nathan Bolyard. The bottom

picture is the solar car team

and the car (Professor

Hammer in blue shirt).

Designing New Transportation
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Researchers in the group of Professor Graham V. Candler (Department of Aerospace Engineering and

Mechanics and MSI Fellow) have used MSI for numerical simulations of the Mars Science Laboratory

(MSL) capsule as it enters the atmosphere of Mars. The MSL, scheduled to launch in 2009, is part of

NASA’s Mars Exploration Program, a long-term program of robotic exploration of Mars. The capsule

uses a Reaction-Control System (RCS) to guide it as it enters the Martian atmosphere. The RCS thrusters

are small rockets that function like control surfaces on airplane wings and tails, allowing the capsule to

be maneuvered. Thrusters will be used instead of

control surfaces in the RCS because the high

speed of the capsule—18 times the speed of

sound, or almost 9,000 miles per hour—would

result in friction and heat that could damage such

surfaces. The RCS thrusters will provide a guid-

ed entry into Mars that will allow NASA scien-

tists to more accurately place the rover on the

surface. 

The goal of this project was to numerically

investigate any aerodynamic interactions that

occur during the firing of the RCS thrusters.

Such interactions could reduce the effectiveness

of the thrusters or otherwise alter their perform-

ance in undesirable ways. These simulations

allow for numerical investigation of RCS per-

formance under conditions that are difficult and

expensive, if not altogether impossible, to repli-

cate experimentally with current facilities. The

simulations themselves are far from trivial, given

the complex three-dimensional flow field and the

large range of geometric scales involved.

The images show an instantaneous snapshot

of the simulations. The three pictures show a sur-

face of constant RCS exhaust mass fraction. The

top picture shows a view from behind the cap-

sule, the middle one shows a view from the bot-

tom of the capsule, and the bottom one is looking

from the side such that the freestream flow is

horizontal (left to right). All three are of the same

instant in time. Red indicates exhaust from the

thruster pair toward the top, blue is exhaust from

the thruster pair on the bottom, and shades of

purple indicate mixing between the two.

Landing on Mars
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Several faculty members specializing in medical and biological disciplines use MSI resources in their

work. Below are highlights from some of these projects. 

Computational Approaches to Problems of Biomedical
Significance
The goal of the research group of Associate Professor William B. Gleason (Department of Laboratory

Medicine and Pathology and MSI Fellow) is to gain insight into protein/ligand interactions by using

computer simulations. Ligands are substances that are able to bind to and form a complex with a biomol-

ecule that may serve a biological purpose. 

Recent work by Professor Gleason and his student To-Uyen Pham (a 2008 MSI summer intern

majoring in biochemistry at the University of

Minnesota) concerns heparin, an anticoagu-

lant with medical uses, and fibroblast growth

factors (FGFs), which are growth factors

involved in growing new blood vessels,

wound healing, and embryonic development.

The image above shows a computer simula-

tion of an experimental structure of an FGF

dimer (in blue) linked by a heparin molecule.

The image to the right shows an experimen-

tal x-ray structure of heparin (solid spheres)

interacting with two FGF molecules depicted

by a gray mesh and two receptor molecules

illustrated as red ribbon structures. 

Biological and Medical Research
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Creating New Enzymes for Organic Synthesis
Enzymes evolve into new enzymes by acquiring new catalytic abilities. Professor Romas Kazlauskas

(Department of Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, and Biophysics, The Biotechnology Institute, and MSI

Associate Fellow) and his research group are mimicking this process in the laboratory. They use MSI

computing resources for

molecular modeling and

visualizations.

The images on this page

are of the x-ray crystal

structure of Pseudomonas

fluorescens esterase that the

Kazlauskas group is engi-

neering for applications in

organic synthesis. They

have changed the shape of

the active site in order to

allow it to make peracetic

acid, a key chemical to convert lignocellu-

losic biomass to sugar for fuels, and to

reengineer the catalytic machinery to catalyze

new reactions.
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Investigating Infections at Mucosal Surfaces
Associate Professor Peter Southern (Department of Microbiology and MSI Associate Fellow) and his

research group are examining transmission and primary microbial infections at mucosal surfaces. They

have developed a multi-microscope method of reconstructing infectious processes and they use software

packages available at MSI to develop three-dimensional surface reconstructions from the microscope

images. They began doing this research to understand HIV transmission, but have also examined differ-

ent viruses, bacteria, and fungi.

The image below is of HIV virons bound to human ectocervix in an ex vivo organ culture system.
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Sequencing the Gene-Space of the Model Legume,
Medicago truncatula
An international research consortium is currently sequencing the genome of the model legume, Medi-

cago truncatula, as a basis for understanding the evolution of legume crops, the biology of nitrogen fixa-

tion, and the biochemistry of cellulosic biomass. This consortium is led in the U.S. by the laboratory of

Professor Nevin Young (Department of Plant Pathology) where assembly and bioinformatic analysis of

Medicago’s genome sequence is currently underway.

Already, analysis of the Medicago genome has revealed the widespread existence of small proteins

not previously recognized through other sequencing projects, new families of proteins with important

antimicrobial properties, and extensive conservation in gene content and order among closely related

legume genomes. The distribution of genes in the Medicago genome is especially interesting, with gene-

rich chromosome arms largely separate from regions surrounding centromeres, which are enriched for

non-genic repeats called retrotransposons. In crops like wheat and corn, by contrast, large numbers of

retrotransposons are intermixed among genes. This indicates a fundamental difference in genome organi-

zation and evolution between plants like legumes compared to cereals.

This interesting distribution of genes and retrotransposons in Medicago is shown in the illustration.

Data-mining software at the CGL and parallel centers at collaborator institutions searched the Medicago

genome for genes and transposons and then mapped their locations against microscopic images of chro-

mosomes. Retrotransposons show notable peaks near the centers of chromosomes, while protein profiles

remain largely constant along the lengths of chromosome arms.

Retrotransposon density

Gene density

Geurts and Young, unpublished
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Simulating Peptides
How do antimicrobial peptides work? Dr. Allison Langham and MSI Fellow Professor Yiannis Kaznessis

(Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science) simulated the pore that is formed by prote-

grin-1, a potent antimicrobial peptide, in the lipid bilayer membrane of bacteria. The simulations show

exactly how a protegrin pore allows

ions and other cell contents to leak

out of the bacteria, causing its death.

In the graphic, the cross sectional

view of a protegrin-1 pore (in green)

in a lipid bilayer is shown (lipid

chains in grey and lipid heads in red;

water is blue). The movement of

ions through the pore was visualized

using molecular dynamics simula-

tions (in yellow, a chloride ion is

shown as it moves through the pore).

This information helps to elucidate

the mechanism of action by which

this antimicrobial peptide kills bacte-

ria and rationalizes engineering of

novel, potent antibiotic molecules.

The top view of the full system is

shown in the inset.

Visualizing Protein Interactions
The nature of proteins and how they interact is of great importance to structural biologists. The research

laboratory of Assistant Professor Kylie J. Walters (Department of Biochemistry, Molecular Biology, and

Biophysics and MSI Associate Fellow) is focused on providing dynamic pictures of how proteins interact

with each other. The group is especially focused on the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway, the main role of

which is targeted protein degradation. Malfunctions in this system are associated with neurological disor-

ders, inflammatory ailments, and cancer.

In recent work, this group helped establish that Rpn13

is a major ubiquitin receptor of the proteasome. Data

from x-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy exper-

iments were integrated using resources at the BSCL to

determine the structure of the Rpn13:ubiquitin protein

complex. The image demonstrates Rpn13’s novel ubiqui-

tin binding mode, as loops rather than secondary structur-

al elements form its interaction surface. Binding affinity

data between Rpn13 and ubiquitin chains of varying

length were also processed and analyzed in the BSCL to

reveal that this newly discovered ubiquitin receptor

exhibits the highest affinity for monoubiquitin than all

other receptors associated with the proteasome. This work

provides fundamental insights into how the proteasome

recognizes its substrates.
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Database Hosting for Biological Research
The SDML provides hosting for a number of databases for the bioinformatics community. MSI scientific

consultants and system administrators assist the development and maintenance of these databases and

their associated tools. The Principal Investigator overseeing these databases is Professor Lynda B. M.

Ellis (Department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology).

The internationally known

University of Minnesota

Biocatalysis/Biodegradation

Database (umbbd.msi.umn.edu/,

UM-BBD), has been available on

the Web for over a decade and host-

ed by the SDML since 2006. The

goal of the UM-BBD is to provide

information on microbial enzyme-

catalyzed reactions that are impor-

tant for biotechnology. It contains

information on microbial biocatalyt-

ic reactions and biodegradation

pathways for primarily xenobiotic,

chemical compounds. Its Pathway

Prediction System (umbbd.msi

.umn.edu/predict/), output from

which is shown in the figure, pre-

dicts microbial catabolic reactions

using substructure searching, a rule-

base, and atom-to-atom mapping.

The system can recognize organic

functional groups found in a com-

pound and predict transformations

based on biotransformation rules.

The biotransformation rules are

based on reactions found in the

UM-BBD or in the scientific litera-

ture. Another UM-BBD feature is

the biochemical periodic tables

(umbdd.msi.umn.edu/periodic/),

which provide an overview of

microbial interactions with essential

and nonessential chemical elements.  

The Vertebrate Secretome Database (www.secretomes.umn.edu/) processes RefSeq vertebrate pro-

teins through a pipeline that predicts which ones are secreted proteins. The resulting secreted protein

database can be compared to user-supplied sequences. The entire database or subsets can be downloaded.

Morpholinos are short antisense oligos that can reduce translation of a target mRNA. The

Morpholino Database (www.secretomes.umn.edu/MODB/) is a repository for data on morpholinos; users

can search the database for morpholinos that could work against their own sequences. A related tool,

Assisted Morpholino Design (www.secretomes.umn.edu/AMOD/), assists users in designing morpholinos. 

A UM-PPS three-step pre-

dicted pathway and the

choice for the fourth step

(ring cleavage) for HBCD, a

commercial flame retardant

and EU priority pollutant

not found in the UM-BBD.
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Using Parallel Computing in Genomics Research
The research group of Associate Professor Yang Da (Department of Animal Science) has developed a

program, called EPISNPmpi, which uses parallel computing to analyze large numbers of DNA sequence

variations. Parallel computing is the simultaneous use of multiple microprocessors to execute a computer

program. By using this programming method, researchers can perform the otherwise impossible task of

detecting gene interaction effects of complex human diseases involving at least two genes, known as

epistasis effects. These variations are called Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs, pronounced

“snips”), which are the most abundant DNA variations in the human genome and may include those that

directly or indirectly contribute to risk for developing certain diseases. Each study can look at many

thousands of SNPs at the same time. Researchers then use the data produced to pinpoint the disease-

causing genes to provide genomics information necessary for designing medicines. 

Computational difficulty is the main limiting factor for studying epistasis effects among a large num-

ber of SNPs. For example, using a single processor on MSI’s SGI Altix XE 1300 Linux cluster system

for three-SNP epistasis testing of 1,000,000 SNPs has an estimated time of 1.5 million years! Pair-wise

testing of the same number of SNPs would take five years. Needless to say, parallel computing is indis-

pensable for conducting epistasis analyses among large numbers of SNPs in acceptable periods of time. 

The graph below shows the observed and predicted run times of the EPISNPmpi program on MSI’s

(Ma, Runesha, Dvorkin, Garbe, and Da, BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:315)
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Blade and Calhoun core machines. The observed run times (circles representing Blade and squares repre-

senting Calhoun) matched well with the predicted run times under ideal speedup and scalability (solid

line representing Blade and dotted line representing Calhoun). Analyses in this figure used a hypothetical

GWAS data set with 50,000 SNPs and 2,000 individuals. 

The graphs below are examples of chromosome views of single-locus significance and sample size

produced by the EPISNPPLOT program that draws chromosome views for all chromosomes by one

command using data from the EPISNPmpi program. The figure on the left is an example of chromosome

view based on the original marker order, and the figure on the right is an example of chromosome view

in ascending order of significant dominance effects.

(Ma, Runesha, Dvorkin, Garbe, and Da, BMC Bioinformatics 2008, 9:315)
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Multi-modality Data Mining: Accelerating Discovery
Two MSI Principal Investigators, Kelvin O. Lim (Department of Psychiatry) and Associate Professor

Monica M. Luciana (Department of Psychology) are studying normal adolescent brain development

using brain imaging, cognitive measures, and genomics, supported by an NIH grant and a Biomedical

Informatics and Computational Biology Seed Grant. This kind of dataset requires extensive computation-

al resources for image processing and new analytic strategies for identifying patterns and relationships in

multi-modal data. Professor Lim and his team are using expertise at the University of Minnesota and

IBM, together with the computational resources of MSI, to develop new techniques for accelerating the

discovery process. 

The researchers are using FreeSurfer, an open-source image analysis application developed by the

Massachusetts General Hospital, to “map” specific brain regions. Doing this on a standard computer is

very time-consuming; by using FreeSurfer on the supercomputers, the time required is greatly reduced.

The data obtained by FreeSurfer consists of volumes of subcortical regions, as well as volumes, sur-

face areas, and thicknesses for cortical regions. One goal of this research is to examine the relationship

of this data with cognitive tasks and genomic data, which is work being performed in collaboration with

Professor Vipin Kumar’s (Department of Computer Science and Engineering and MSI Fellow) data-min-

ing group. The figure shows the correlation of the cortical thickness data (y-axis) with measures of cog-

nitive performance on different tasks (x-axis). Each of the rows along the y-axis corresponds to a specif-

ic region of the cortex; each of the columns corresponds to a task. The color of the spot on the graph

where the two intersect indicates the correlation between that section of the brain and the given task. The

rows and columns of the correlation matrix have been sorted to better display the structure of this matrix.

Clearly some tasks are strongly (negatively or positively) correlated with thicknesses. Professor Lim’s

group continues to try to better understand the structure of this correlation and its relationship to other

variables, such as age and gender.
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MSI is providing support for several researchers involved in projects funded by the Minnesota

Partnership for Biotechnology and Medical Genomics, a unique collaborative venture among the Mayo

Clinic, the University of Minnesota, and the State of Minnesota. The Partnership seeks to position

Minnesota as a world leader in biotechnology and medical genomics applications that will result in

important new medical discoveries, thereby improving health care for patients and supporting the devel-

opment of new businesses and jobs in Minnesota. Some of the Partnership’s research that is being sup-

ported by MSI is shown below.

TROPIX
Science is becoming increasingly interdisciplinary and requires more and more expensive and complex

equipment. Because of this, researchers are using the expertise of “core” laboratories that specialize in

certain areas. The Mayo Clinic and the University of Minnesota are setting up methods for their

researchers to share these resources. This has resulted in another issue: researchers must learn the differ-

ent processes for submitting and retrieving their samples and data.

Mayo and the University have joined in a project, The Research Organizer for Project Information

Exchange (TROPIX), intended to ease this process. TROPIX is a Web-based environment designed to

support researchers in submitting requests for core laboratory services and in managing access to the

resulting data. It will provide researchers with a single seamless interface to core laboratories for formu-

lating a request, laying out the experiment, providing sample annotation, accessing resulting data, and

communicating this data to statisticians and informatics experts for analysis. This process will be inde-

pendent of the physical location of the core facility. TROPIX will allow researchers to record appropriate

information on the origin of biospecimens to be analyzed; assemble experiment requests in accordance

The Minnesota Partnership for
Biotechnology and Medical Genomics
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with experimental specifications defined by core facilities; track the progress of experiments; locate and

access experimental data produced; and facilitate data analysis by linking experimental data to biostatis-

tician and bioinformatics resources.

The project began during Summer 2007 and is making rapid progress. The team has a grid in opera-

tion at the Supercomputing Institute for testing and development. They are developing services that, by

the end of the two-year project, will handle the data collected both by the Genotyping Shared Resource

at the Mayo Clinic and the Microarray Core Facility at the University.

The Co-Principal Investigators are Dr. Jean-Pierre Kocher, Bioinformatics Core Director, Department

of Health Research, Mayo Clinic (Rochester, Minnesota), and Dr. H. Birali Runesha, Director of

Scientific Computing and Applications at the Minnesota Supercomputing Institute.

CWEB
The Division of Biomedical Informatics at the Mayo Clinic College of Medicine has joined with MSI to

deploy a Collaborative Workflow Environment for Bioinformatics (CWEB) at both institutions. The goal

of the project is to create tools for bioinformatics researchers who may have little computer experience.

The workflow environment is a high-level graphical programming environment that allows users with no

programming experience to create custom applications. Programming elements are viewed as icons with

input and output ports that can be connected to other components to create applications.The schematic

below shows how the system works.

The Co-Principal Investigators are Dr. Jean-Pierre Kocher, Bioinformatics Core Director, Department

of Health Research, Mayo Clinic (Rochester, Minnesota), and Dr. H. Birali Runesha, Director of

Scientific Computing and Applications, MSI.
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During the period January 1, 2007–March 15,

2008, the Minnesota Supercomputing Institute

assisted 428 Principal Investigators with their

research. Some PIs had large groups of 20 or

more researchers, while others worked alone or

with a single graduate student. 43% of these

groups use the supercomputers; the rest are “lab-

only” users who make use of one or more of the

Institute’s many computing laboratories. Most

groups that use the supercomputers also use one

or more labs.

The research topics are wide-ranging, includ-

ing hard sciences, engineering, biological and

medical research, demographic studies, and many

others. Abstracts of the individual projects can be

found in MSI 2007: Annual Report of Research,

at: 

www.msi.umn.edu/about/publications

/annualreport/index.html

Most MSI PIs are located at the University of

Minnesota Twin Cities, but researchers from other

University of Minnesota campuses and other col-

leges and universities in Minnesota also use MSI

resources. A breakout is shown in Table 1. A

breakout of the Twin Cities campus colleges is

shown in Table 2, page 28.

Much of the research done by MSI Principal

Investigators is funded by outside sources. The

total amount of external funding for the

2007–2008 academic year was $103,746,245. The

National Institutes of Health were the largest

funding source at $50,772,711 and the National

Science Foundation was the second-largest source

at $20,652,936. See the figure on page 28 for a

breakout of funding sources as a percentage of the

total.

MSI 2007–2008: Facts and Figures

Table 1. Number of PIs at Non-UMTC Institutions

Institution # PIs

Bethel University 1

Gustavus Adolphus College 1

Mayo Clinic College of Medicine 5

Metropolitan State University 1

Minnesota State University, Mankato 3

St. Cloud State University 1

University of St. Thomas 1

University of Minnesota Duluth

College of Science and Engineering 9

Medical School 5

University of Minnesota Morris

Division of Science and Mathematics 2
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Table 2. Number of PIs at UMTC Schools and Colleges

School/College  #PIs

Academic Health Center (AHC) 145

AHC Centers 9

College of Pharmacy 16

College of Veterinary Medicine 13

Medical School 95

School of Dentistry 6

School of Public Health 6

Carlson School of Management 2

College of Biological Sciences 12

College of Biological Sciences/College of 

Food, Agricultural, and Natural Resource Sciences 15

College of Biological Sciences/Medical School 38

College of Food, Agricultural, and Natural 

Resource Sciences 32

College of Food Agricultural, and Natural Resource 

Sciences/Institute of Technology 5

College of Liberal Arts 8

Curtis L. Carlson School of Management 1

Hormel Institute 1

Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs 1

Institute of Technology 137

Office of the Vice President for Research 1

Funding Sources
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